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Alias industrial design software powers your creative design process with industry-leading surfacing capabilities supported by
best-in-class sketching, modeling, and visualization tools that help you create innovative designs - faster than your competition.
Alias Surface provides advanced technical surfacing capabilities for refining concept models and scaning data into Class-A
surfaces for consumer product and automotive designs. Get Alias Surface n and give it a try to fully assess its capabilities! Alias
Surface & Alias Create Community Edition Features: - Bring your creativity to life - Make it look good - Make it work better -
Make it lighter - Make it stronger - Make it faster - Use it today - Use it tomorrow - Rely on it for life See the details of your
product’s form with what may be the most accurate virtual rendering software on the market. Tune your models to look great in
3D and immediately preview, explore and view your design at any angle. Give your 3D models more structural integrity with
quality-controlled parts and assemblies. Create a fully operational 3D model of your product’s entire form, including assemblies,
assemblies components, and parts. Customize and add quality graphics to help differentiate your product in the marketplace.
Make it look like it’s ready to roll, even if you aren’t. Make design and engineering work more intuitively with cloud-based
collaboration and sharing capabilities. Make product development easier and faster with an optimized wireframe, clean and
usable 3D views that can be quickly and easily shared and reused. See how realistic your model looks in real time and with real
materials. Bring your design to life. Create your 3D model, paint it, print it, and bring it to life. Powerful vector and raster tools
let you create and modify graphics, images, and text to create the look you want. Mix-ins and Tools are the two main categories
of 3D objects that you can add to your scene. Mix-ins can be other 3D objects, images, videos, or other types of media, while
Tools allow you to use different actions to manipulate your objects. Atlas Navigator is the world’s best software for organizing
large amounts of data. Version 8 provides state of the art search and navigation tools designed to make it easier for you to
organize your large collections of geospatial data. Atlas Navigator 8 includes an entirely new interface,
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Alias Surface makes it easy to refine concept models and view rich environmental data. Create free and easy-to-use maps that
illustrate an assortment of complex data Open and manage Adobe® MapServer™ images using Autodesk® Alias® and
Adobe® Photoshop® CS3 Use JavaScript to manage map layers Create and save new map images Export map images to an
online map server Create the text description of a map using Adobe® Acrobat® Pro Extensive documentation is available at
www.adobe.com/go/alias to help you use this new product. To get started: 1. Obtain the free download of Autodesk® Alias®
8.5 from adobe.com/go/alias and register it with your Adobe Creative Suite™ subscription. 2. Install Autodesk Alias® 8.5 on a
Windows® machine and launch it to get started. 3. Open Adobe® Photoshop® CS3 and launch a new file. Click “File” and
select “Open” 4. In the Open dialog box, navigate to the Adobe Map Server folder where you stored the map you want to
display. 5. In the Finder, navigate to the MapServer folder on your hard drive. 6. Select the map you want to display and click
“Open”. 7. Click “File” in the Adobe Photoshop CS3 and select “Create” 8. Create an empty bitmap file to save the map. Click
“File” and select “Save” 9. In the Save as dialog box, change the file name to fit your needs and click “Save”. 10. Click the File
tab in Adobe Photoshop CS3. Select “Project Settings”, and change the Project name. 11. Select the Adobe Map Server folder.
Select the map image you just created, and click “Ok”. 12. In the Autodesk Alias toolbar, select “Run Map”, and use the search
tool to browse the mapped locations and zoom in and out. 13. Export the map as a JPEG with “File”, “Export”, and click
“Open”. 14. Create an image layer and name it map. 15. In the tool box, select “Text”, and “Font”. 16. In 77a5ca646e
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Autodesk Alias Surface (April-2022)

- Surfacing directly from a 2D sketch to a 3D design - Global parametric surface editing for extensive topology and efficiency -
Advanced parametric constraints for surface placement and edges - Graphical user interface with a radial mouse - Smooth
parameter evolution along the design time, multi-axis - Adaptive smoothing and erosion-dilation for precision on complex
models - 3D CNC Router capabilities from Adobe Illustrator exports - Large rendering and large-scale simulation capabilities -
Autodesk 360 capabilities: simviz, cinema 4D, 3ds Max, and motion builder - Exports to Revit, Luxion, NX, and OpenGL
Requirements: - A Windows computer and an internet connection - Alias License - Autodesk Viewer and Autodesk Design
Review or higher - Adobe Illustrator and Autodesk 3ds Max - Autodesk 360 and Autodesk Motion Builder - Autodesk Alias -
More Information: - - Get Autodesk Alias Surface n and give it a try to fully assess its capabilities! Alias Surface provides
advanced technical surfacing capabilities for refining concept models and scaning data into Class-A surfaces for consumer
product and automotive designs. Alias Surface Description: - Surfacing directly from a 2D sketch to a 3D design - Global
parametric surface editing for extensive topology and efficiency - Advanced parametric constraints for surface placement and
edges - Graphical user interface with a radial mouse - Smooth parameter evolution along the design time, multi-axis - Adaptive
smoothing and erosion-dilation for precision on complex models - 3D CNC Router capabilities from Adobe Illustrator exports -
Large rendering and large-scale simulation capabilities - Autodesk 360 capabilities: simviz, cinema 4D, 3ds Max, and motion
builder - Exports to Revit, Luxion, NX, and OpenGL Requirements: - A Windows computer and an internet connection - Alias
License - Autodesk Viewer and Autodesk Design Review or higher - Adobe Illustrator and Autodesk 3ds Max - Autodesk 360
and Autodesk Motion
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System Requirements For Autodesk Alias Surface:

Supported Operating Systems: Windows 10, 8.1, and 7 Minimum: 1 GB of RAM (4 GB recommended) Disk Space: 3.5 GB
Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU Exemplary: 4 GB RAM, 16 GB of RAM (RAM may be upgraded with additional costs)
Supported Hardware: Microsoft MSA Cursor Keys: Includes USB and Serial Ports Hand Grasp: 100% coverage Standard Keys:
Left, Right, Down
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